Imperial Garden

Designed by Gayle Camargo								

Approx. 34-1/2” x 50”

EUJM-8933-192 Spring

ETJM-8921-192 Spring

ETJM-8936-192 Spring

Radiance Chartreuse

www.robertkaufman.com

Radiance Teal

Fabric yardage and cutting instructions:
¾ yards EUJM-8933-192 (Floral panel): Cut (1) 3”x full width strip, (2) 5 ½” x full width strips,
(1) 10 ½ “strip. Strips can be spaced so you get variations of height of flowers, strips can also
be mixed up from cutting order for variety of spacing and height.
¾ yards ETJM-8921-192 (overall floral): Cut (1) 2”x full width strip, (2) 2 ½” x full width strips,
(4) 4 ½”x full width strips for borders
½ yard

ETJM-8936-192 (squares): Cut (4) 2 ½” strips for binding

¼ yard Radiance Teal: Cut (6) 1” x full width strips for accent strips. Determine where your
“sky” ends and the green stems begin on the main floral fabric. This is where your accent
strips change color to Chartreuse.
1/3 yd. Radiance Chartreuse: Cut (11) 1”x full width strips for accent strips. (6) strips will be
sewn end to end to Teal strips, the remaining (5) will be sewn together end to end, folded in
half and sewn with the binding.
1 ½ yards Backing
Trim length of strips to 43”.
Sew (6) unit sets of one teal and one chartreuse 1” strips together end to end. Fold fabric
strips in half wrong sides together and press. Determine where diagonal seam is to be
placed**, then trim each end so entire strip measures 43”. Using 1/8” seam allowance, baste
the strips to each side of the 2”, and (2) 2 ½” floral strips. Measure strips after sewing to be
sure they are 43” (or match the length of the rest of your strips).
**Refer to photo to determine placement of diagonal seam line. Blue is sky and green starts
where the flower stems start.
Use ¼” seam allowances for remaining seams (ONLY basting seams are 1/8”).
Sew 1 ½” floral w/accent strip to first 2 ½” garden strip, sew 5 ½” garden strip to this set. Press
so accent strips lay on top of the floral strip. Sew 2 ½” floral w/accent strip to both sides
of the 10 ½” strip. Press. Sew first strip set to middle strip set and add last 5 ½” strip. Sew
side borders. Press. Measure across center of top to determine length of top and bottom
borders. Cut and sew top and bottom borders. Press.
Layer top, batting and backing. Quilt as desired. Bind. Optional binding accent piece: fold
Chartreuse strip in half, wrong sides together, baste to quilt top using 1/8” seam allowance
and then add binding using ¼” seam allowance. Fold binding to back and hand or
machine stitch binding.

